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PREFACE 

Voluntarism in 1969 clearly reflects the violent changes and upheaval 

in our society. The middle-class white female suburban volunteer is 

no longer the only type of volunteer worker needed or actively partici-

pating. The horizon for volunteers has expanded a thousandfold in 

recent years to include activities never before undertaken by large 

numbers of volunteers. The volunteers themselves are being drawn from 

many new groups - the young, the elderly, the poor, the minorities -

whose own personal benefits from the experience are as important as their 

contributions to those served. Volunteer programs increasingly reflect 

the changes occurring within the communities and the population groups 

of this country. 

Many directors of volunteer programs are becoming more and more aware 

of the significance of social change and the impact of change on their 

programs,. 'This growing awareness began to be expres.s:e.d i.n terms of con

cern about what might be done. Expressions lead to action and the result 

was the development of a proposal that there be a workshop about social 

change and how it relates to voluntarism. 

A Workshoµ titled "Exploring the New Worlds of Voluntarism" was held on 

November 10, 11 and 12, 1969. This Workshop was conducted by the Center 

for the Study of Voluntarism of the University of Maryland School of Social 

Work in collaboration with the Maryland Council of Directors of Volunteer 

Services. Substantially financed through Title I of the 1965 Higher Education 

Act, the Workshop sessions were held at the Holiday Inn North, Towson, 

Maryland. Most of the participants were from Maryland communities and the 

District of Columbia, and included directors of volunteer programs in hos

pitals, OEO community action agencies and community organizations. (See 
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list in Appendix). The Workshop reflected the increasing professio!lal.ism 

of the directors of volunteer services. Although voluntarism is as old as 

humanity itself, as a profession it is in its infancy. 

Although official registratio!l of participants totaled sixty, as many as 

eighty persons attended some of the workshop sessbns. The Workshop pro-

vided a good opportunity for those in attendance to meet and talk with 

colleagues from a wide variety of institutional and organizational settings. 

Each participant was provided a take-home kit which consisted of a selected 

group of articles on changes in voluntarism, the major thrust of the Workshop. 
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IRE OBJECTIVES AND FORMAT OF THE WORKSHOP 

The p,:imary aim of the Wo,:kshop was to examine the changes that have 

cccurred and are occurring within volunteer programs.. Participants were 

giver, the opportunity and extended time to discuss specific concepts and 

prob~ems of dire:.t significance to their nwn program$,. Examples of the 

issues p,c,sed were the providing of uniforms by t':ie i:istitutioc>, staff-

volunteer relationships, reimbursement of volunteers, recruttmer..t from 

r~ew sources, the effect of unionization and the utilization ot parapro

fessic,r~al personnel. 

Four major speakers addressed the General Sessions: Dr. Bertram S. Brown, 

Deputy Director, National Institute of Mental Health; Donald G. Shropshire, 

Administrator of the Tuscon Medical Center; Mrs. Margaret Duffy, Executive 

Assistant to the Eastern Area Chairman ot Volunteers, the American National 

Red Cross; and Stanley Levin, Director of the Center for the Study of Voluntarism. 

The program format was organized into four components. On Monday evening the 

theme~ set by Dr. Brown, was voluntarisn, s .-_-hrJng: n~•, and 'iY'c-t ing of new condi.ti.ons 

in a rapidly changing world. Tuesday morning some of the changing socio-economic 

conditions were described and analyzed by Mr. S~ropshire. Following the speaker 

four Workshop participants reacted with cor,cerr,s of their own as well as to 

issues raised by Mr. Shropshire. Tuesday afternoon was devoted er.tirely to 

small group discussions in which the speech and other subjects of interest were 

pursued. On Wednesday morning, acknowledging the theoretical analysis of the 

changing situations, the speaker, Mrs. Duffy, considered the questions: What 

do we do? Where do we go from here? Following this presentation the partici

par:.ts ag.s.in met i:1 small groups to continue thei.r disc.ussionsa Wednesday 

afternr,,,n began with a general session which in~luded reports from these groups 

by assi.gned recorders. This was followed by an open discussio,. including a 
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questi:::,n c1.r~d answer period. Later Wed:1esday afternoon Mr. Levin, the final 

speaker, proposed that voluntarism can serve as a unifying force and as a 

vE:hi·::.le for reducing the trend in our nation toward racial and economic 

k· evd.luation form was distributed at noon on the last day of the Workshop 

tv b.elp 4!'.a.lyze the value of this Workshope All persons preE<ent were asked 

to complete the form by the conclusion of the Workshop. A quick reaction 

wc<s reque,sted. Fifty evaluations were returned. By desigr_, a number of 

the questions on the evaluation form were open-ended to give participants 

a. chan~e to express themselves more spontaneously and, hopefully, in greater 

perso~al detail., The responses of participa:i.ts are tabulated in the Appendix 

of this report. Certain of tr.e oper,-8:ided que.stions Pluded numerical values 

and are therefore described narratively. It is pla:c.ned to measure long-term 

value aEd effects of the Workshop by sending another evaluation form to 

partici.pants at a future time. 



EVALUATION OF TliE WORKSHOP 

A copy ot the evaluation fc,rm and specific data tables are presented in the 

App~ndix. Because of the small number of evaluations, results are given in 

figures rather than in percentages. The following is a summary of the responses 

on the retur:ied evaluation forms ~ Due to the fact that some people did not 

answer all of the questions and that some people gave two different answers 

to the same questions, figures will not always add up to the same total. 

Twenty-nine participants listed the discussion groups as what they liked best 

about the Workshop. They also reported that sharing experiences with other 

pec,ple facing similar problems was very meaningful. Fourteen respondents 

indicated that the best aspect of the Workshop was a specific speaker (or 

speakers) .. 

In response to the question asking what they lfRed lease about Lhe Worksh~p, 

L'wenty-six said that the discussion groups had eleme~ts which they did not 

find satisfa~tory. The groups were seen as too 'arge, too superficial, as 

having an unsuitable structure or poor leaders, and/or as being too social

work oriented. Four people stated that the physical facilities were poor. 

Four f~lt that the speakers were the least desirable fea~ure. One evaluation 

said that the recorders' reports were poor. Seven listed the whole Workshop 

program as too superficial. 

Thirty-nine participants recorded interest i~ having anoLher workshop. Such 

a future workshop should include more specific information relating to each 

responde~t•s own responsibilities, e.g., recruiting, cocrdination of volunteers 

i:1 a community, or some other particular assignment. Nine participants were 

r.ot i~terested in another workshop. Some objected tc being grouped with 

predomina~~ly similar institutions. Others were disappointed with the group 

dis~Jssiotl sessions. One participant felt that there was no need for a fol

low-up to t~e Workshop because it had been complete. Another objected because 

the:re had been no speaker from the mental health field. One particular objection 

referred L0 the lack of any discussion of the University ~nd/or the students. 
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There were forty-five answers to the quest~or.'.: ¼"h.at. informati.on or ideas 

had been ::,b'::ac'.:1ed from the Workshc,p7 The ar:swers fe1-l into several general 

• areas. A large group of answers indicated th':it the resp~)nde:"J,ts had received 

technical information on such subjects as: the posstb.ility of cooperating 

I wi.t.h uther agen..::.ies~ relationship between staff:> volu:1teers and directors; 

admini.st.rd.tive procedures; communi.cati.ori.; involving tJ~e volunte.er i.n a I 
meani'.r1gful wa.,y; recruitment. Another group 0£ a~swers iz1.di.cated a growing 

I aware:1.ess of, and the necessity to respond to'.. social change.. Individual 

comments refrrred to the need to involve all segments of the population 

I (mic1urity groups, the young and the 1cl.derly), a.nd the c,.,-nsideratl.on of ways 

to make this p,,ssible (paid parking fees, free uni forms, free lunches). The 

I 
parti.cipat.i0n c:,f volunteers i.n O.ti;O comrm.1nity action dgcnc.ies and social 

I service age1:cles was recorded as significa 0 tt. A third group of responses 
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reflected the need to involve the local neighborhood in the volunteer programs 

and to strength~n relationships between it1stituttons and the people residing 

ne.::t.cby. A fourth group of ar1s·wers i.ndicated an awareueas c_,f the need for 

di.rei:.u:.rs of volunte.er programs to look critically at themselves and their 

relatfr.J~ships with their agencies or i11sti.tuti:>ns .. 

As a result of the Workshop, twenty-five of tr,e participant:s decided that 

t.he.y wuuld take a closer luak at their progrd!Ils and needs, and seek to strengthen 

communica·c.i.0!1 wi ~h everyone invol\Ted in volu.:xeer programs, i r~cluding indi v-

idual vol 1n1teers:. other agencies and t.!1e c.ommu:dty at large. I'hey felt. they 

should try to implement sc,me of the new i.deas l1t keeping w.i th new trends. 

Three responde,.ts h1dica.ted that they would try to work with the r.eighborhoods 

irnmedi.s.tely adjacent to their instLtutiuns. 0:.:·1e perso-.1 expressed plans to 
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look for new financing. Ten participants felt they could change very 

littlE ,. if anything, about their programs because they were projected, 

new or circumscribed by regulations. 

In response to the question about the numbers of persons wi.th similiar 

responsibi'.!_ities they had met for the first time, answers ranged from 

zero to fifty. The average was seven aud one ha!:E. Many of the part

ici ra·ot s c.,lll known each other prior to the Workshop. 

In resp,nse to the question about the number of persons the participants 

were able. to speak with through organized Workshop sessions or informal 

acti.viti.e~ ~ the range of answers was zero to sixty.. The average was 

fifteen and two-fifths. 

As can be seen by the tables, each section of the program received high 

rating with the exception of the panel of reactorsu It should be noted 

that attendacice was lowest for the reports by group recorders and for 

the last speaker. This decline in attendance is reflected by lower 

nwribers appearing in responses tu question seven,., 

In respcmse to the question about the most serious change being experienced 

by their volunteer programs, nineteen people eit:her did not answer, or 

indicated their programs were too new or that the question did not apply 

to their situation. Many identified a serious change as the need to 

give more personalized services to larger and di ff.erent groups of people 

(patients, clients) through the participation of a wide variety of vol

unteers (young, black, elderly, ronprofessionals ). Others reported changes 

in the use of fir,ancial assistance, in the changing nature of their 

neighborhoods and in the need to develop flexible structures based on 

neighborhood groups. Using new method0logy for training and changing 
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sr..;Lf at.ti tudes was also reporte.d. 

One questiurc asked if the Workshop helped the participants to understand 

e>r deal mere effectively with change" Thirty-nine responded yes; twenty-one 

responded no. 

These respu!:1.dents were asked if they would plan to revise or change their 

v,,1,u:-:.th-.. r --1.::,n:,gra.m, or particular procedures~ as a result c,f th.is Workshop. 

Eighteen ar~swered yes; twenty-three answered nf),.. Those who fe.l·t they 

would cJ.,.a.r1ge something indicated that they vi.ew this as a continuing process. 

They want to implement some of the new i.deas obtained during the Workshop~ 

who is a vJlunteer'l who pays the expenses cif the· vc,lunteer'l how do we 

e Kpo.nd re,"">.r-ui.tme.11.t? what are the roles of Volunteer Adv:i.sory Committees? 

hsw do we evaluate each volunteer'? how do we get out into the immediate 

neighborhood and develop leadership among volunteers'/ 

Some of the participants who stated that their programs will not be revised 

may supervise a very small group of volunteers or di.re.1...".t dS progressive 

a program as is possible at this time. One respondn,t stated that the control 

of the program is in the hands of volunteers and w,:,uld not be amenable to 

change l>y the director. Those who felt they had gaiue.d no information based 

t·.his response, in some cases, on the fact tha.t the'i.r programs were opera.ting 

wi.thout majur difficulties. Others stated as the fault of the Workshop: 

t"l--tat i r was too general, presented nu new i.de as or ideas not re lated to the 

parti c ipanto 1 S{Jec.ific interests. 

T1~t:re were ,:1. number of suggestions for the improvemeri.t of t.he Workshop., Some 

respon.dents wanted more specific information includi,ng one request for per

sc.1I1'.!"t.el mat1agement. Other responses proposed longer general sessions, improved 
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f-. cmc:., c tc-r 1.:~._e di sc.ussion groups, different speakers and moderators 

frc-m t''.e , .. J.urcteer field (rather than the social work profession). It 

• was sugge s t·ed that it would have been helpful to have had volunteers par

Lie tpar i ng ir~ the Workshop. Two people wanted nore emphasis on mental 

fl healr.ri i;,.-·.&t.i t.ut.ic,ns. One person was disappointed that rural problems 
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were ·.C't dis~ussed. Several felt that the Workshop was geared too strongly 

to th.e L~.•spi ·t.dls. Three persons indicated complete satisfaction. 

Anc,ther quesU.t,n listed nineteen attitudes about the Workshop as a whole. 

Forty-four check marks indicated satisfaction with the Work.shop and thirty 

se1id t:t-ctt·. it. f'.ad merit. Forty answers indicated some disappointment in 

the Wr,rkshop. No one felt that it was uninteresting, that nothing had 

been. l.ear'1ed or that it had been a waste of time. 

The evo:uation reflected the heterogeneity of the participants. For 

exami,:e, well established and large hospital programs c.an be viewed at 

or1.e end of the spectrum and the 0E0 community action agency programs at 

the otfter. There were people representing agencies in which volunteer 

programs a·r-e new or about to be established. Large and smalJ rno2..rams were rep

rese:i.t.ed., There were directors from urban and rural communi.tiesn While 

this may have produced some lack of interest on the part of those responsible 

fc;r large, we:l established programs, it also made for a lively exchange 

of i.dE-as. 
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EXPLORING THE NEW WORLDS OF VOLUNTARISM 

Meaning of Recent Changes and Future Trends 

A Talk 

By 

DONALD G. SHROPSHIRE 
Administrator 

Tucson Medical Center 

At the Wo'I'kshop on Exploring the New Worlds of Voluntarism 
Center for the Study of Voluntarism 

Baltimore, Maryland 
November 11, 1969 

References and Recommended Reading: 

a. HEALTH IS A COMMUNITY AFFAIR; National Commission on Community 
Health Services; Harvard Press; 1966. 

b. THE GRADUATE EDUCATION OF PHYSICIANS; Report of the Citizens 
Commission on Graduate Medical Education; American Medical 
Association, 1966. 

c. THE IMPACT OF CHANGING MEDICAL PRACTICE ON HOSPITAL ADMINIS
TRATION: Health Affairs Symposium Proceedings; Graduate Pro
gram in Hospital Administration; University of Chicago. 

d. HEALTH SERVICES IN A LAND OF PLENTY; Owin W. Anderson, PhD.; 
Health Administration Perspectives, No.A7; Graduate Program 
in Hospital Administration; University of Chicago. 

e. PROCEEDINGS 2ND NATIONAL VOLUNTARY HEALTH CONFERENCE; Council 
on Voluntary Health Agencies, American Medical Association; 
1966. 

f. SOCIETAL DEMANDS ON THE VOLUNTARY AGENCY; Richard O. Stock; 
Social Casework; January, 1969. 

g. THE VOLUNTARISM PROJECT: An Interim Report; Frank Hertel; 
Community; March-April, 1968. (Voluntarism Project of the United 
Community Funds and Councils of America). 

Directors of volunteers, especially among hospitals, are among 

my favorite people. I guess I feel very close to them because I know 

of no more hazardous careers than for hospital administrators, foot

ball coaches, and directors of volunteers. We have a wild life to 

lead sometimes. 

I really cannot claim valid qualifications for being on this 

platform. I think of the time when one of our physicians went home 

dead tired at the end of an extremely busy day, absolutely pooped. 

He took a quick shower, jumped into bed, and told his wife, "I just 

don't think I can see or talk to another patient until I get some 
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:,c,est." "If that phone rings during tl,0 night, you take the call 

and sort of repeat back what you're hearing on the other end, 

and then I'll whisper to you what to tell them so you can take 

care of the problem for them." And, sure enough, the phone rang . 

His wife answered and followed his instructions, permitting him to 

respond softly so she could answer the other party. Finally the 

conversation came to an end and the party calling said, "Mrs . 

Conrad, I'd like to know just one thing further: is that man who 

seems to be in bed with you, fully qualified?" 

I do not feel fully qualified, but I am going to try to throw 

out a few things for you to think about as you contemplate the re

cent changes and future trends in voluntarism. Later, when you get 

back home, look up some of the references listed above. They have 

had much impact on my thinking, and I believe you will also find 

them helpful. 

Perhaps there is one overriding message which I wish to leave 

with you today; that is, voluntary health and welfare agencies and 

institutions are social institutions--products of the public need. 

Being a part of society, these must reflect social changes. To be 

effective, as Dr. Edwin L, Crosby suggests, they must be responsive 

and responsible. 

So let's look at the changing scene and some of the effects on 

us and our work. 

us 

Looking at ourselves, we see that there are more of us. In 

1900 we had 76,000,000 people in this country, and by 1960, the fig

ure had increased to 181,000,000, more than doubled in 60 years. In 
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1969, we have about 200,000,000+, an increase in 9 years of 

19,000,000. By 1980, the predictions are for about 240,000,000 

people in this country. 

And the greater number of us are on the extremes of life. In 

just five years from 1965 to 1970 the age group from 20 to 24 years 

increased by 25%. And the next fifteen years, we will have 

21,000,000 women between the ages of 20 and 29. We have about a 

third more teenagers today than ten years ago, and for each person 

in the 25-30 year category, there are two in the 0-5 year group. 

As you can see, this is going to be a youthful society, influenced 

by the attitudes and motiv2.'cions of our youth. Someone said that 

there is only one thing wrong with the younger generation: a lot 

of us don't belong to it anymore! 

At the other extreme of life, we are finding increasing num-

bers. In 1960 the 65 years-i:;lusgroup represented 8.7% of the popu

lation. Nine years later in 1969, it represents 10% or about 

20,000,000. I regret that there are no figures available for the 

awkward age, when you are too old for income tax exemption and too 

young to claim social security. This age composition of the ponulation 

influences the demands on what we are to deliver, and the effects 

on our supply of potential personnel in the voluntary efforts with 

which we are concerned. 

We are a mobile people, too. It is like a game of upset the fruit 

basket, with more playing. We are told that one in five families are 

on the move. We have seen the tremendous shift from rural to urban 

areas. In 1900, 40% of our people lived in urban areas; in 1960, 70%. 

And this urbanization is creating some interesting things . 
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Recall some of the lethargy you have seen in suburbia. Or 

the hopelessness of the ghettos and slums. In the cities, we have seen 

the highrise "monastaries" in which lonely people have simply removed 

themselves from the rest of life. Have you ever tried to get to some 

of these folks? They are so electronically protected that you cannot 

get anywhere near. 

States Mail. 

You are lucky to reach them through the United 

Yet we are better educated and better informed. We have a greater 

variety of skills in jobs for men and women. There are greater choices, 

and we are better prepared to accept those choices. 

The mass communication media has created in us av1areness and 

expectation. This has probably been a significant influence in some 

of the attitudes, concerns, motivations, desires, and priorities of 

our younger people. My eight-year old son has never seen a day when 

there was no television available. He is undoubtedly being influenced, 

and I often wonder in what direction. 

INDUSTRIALIZATION 

Let's look at the industrialization and unionization of our 

society. On one side, it has created great affluence, and on the 

other side, abject poverty. For the lucky ones, the convenience 

products of cars, homes, foods, gadgets have given us pleasure and time; 

for the unlucky, they are to be seen, but not touched. Some of us 

have leisure time because of job benefits and modern conveniences; for 

others, the leisure time is there because there is no work. And time 

available applies to teenagers as well as to adults. rrepaid health 

care plans have given most of us expert heln ,-,hen we needed it, and 

eroloyers have greatly assisted us in ~eeting family health needs. 

for some, heal th care is er isis oriented and the door to the 

s· ~tern is a confused one even when there is assistance available. 
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Another price we have paid for industry is the pollution of our 

environment. Experts are warning us of the increasing dangers in the 

air we breathe and the water we drink. Even in our efforts to rid 

ourselves of pests for better quality of food production, we are told 

that we may be absorbing cripplinq drugs in our bodies. We're worried 

about the air in Tucson, one of the very few places in this country left 

as a haven for those who wish to escape the compromising air of more 

industrialized sections. Our dilemma is yours. \•le 1·1ant jobs, things, 

':ravel, yet jobs, things, ilnd t:rnvel cnntrihnte to the prohlems which 

adversely affect us. 

And, of course, another thing affecting us which has emerged from 

our more industrial am.1 urhani7,0d str.t~ is th0 greater predominance of 

crime and the breakdown nf 1 ~~ and or0°r. This has affected our sense 

of security. Our movements "rnm plac0 to place and from assignment to 

assignment have not been without concern, especially in some areas and 

at some hours. 

GOVERNflENT/\L INFLl'ENCE 

The changing scene must also include the factor of greater govern

mental influence. Some prohlems have been seen as so big as to re

quire the intervention of government. More controls are exerted on the 

free enterprise system. Research and demonstration projects have 

prompted new ways of doing things. Employment conditions are being 

altered by law. 

Licensure laws in the interest of public protection have staked 

out claims for certain people for certain services. As new thinqs are 

learned, we have often seen the scope of practice defined in the law 

lagging behind, thus producing confusion, status claims, inefficient 

Manpower utilization, and litiaation. There are times when we feel 

that the laws are more, for the protection of those licensed than those 

J 
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served. It surely has affected some of the roles that volunteers might 

have played • 

Surely, government's heavy hand has been seen in health and wel

fare programs. Good health is pronounced as a right by government 

itself. Titles 18 and 19, Medicare and Medicaid, are great issues be

fore us today, and a plan of national health insurance is being dis

cussed with great seriousness • 

While I have pronounced concern for the improper reimbursement 

to hospitals under Medicare and Medicaid, I would like to touch briefly 

on some positive elements of these programs which affect our destinies. 

Even as changes occur, the impact of these programs will be felt for 

time to come. 

It seems to me that what the government initially had in mind was 

basically good for us. The government had the choice of going irtto 

the direct operations of these programs as opposed to the utilization 

of existing structures of service in the health field. I'm glad the 

latter was chosen instead of building their own hospitals and clinics 

and services by direct operation. The effect on community services 

has been tremendous. Better assurance of payment has stimulated 

expansion to achieve the capacity required. The programs set quality 

standards for participation which has had an upgrading effect on care; 

things like, civil rights, utilization committees, incentives for 

accreditation, and recognition of other levels of care. Such a massive 

effort was meant to have, and has had, positive effects on the coverage 

provisions of other types of health insurance. Don't overlook the ex

pectation of local decision with respect to shared participation. 

Even though some states may have proceeded to set up programs faster 

than fiscal integrity and public support was ready, the impetus to 
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move off dead center was important to many states. This meant that 

for some, at least, a little more than crisis medicine was available. 

And all this came about because a breakthrough had been made by a 

!Jr·,iader tax base in health matters. Why must it take so long for us 

to learn in financing health what we learned long ago and now accept 

in 0.<4.uca tion? 

Zero in on costs for a minute. The costs of these programs have 

not skyrocketed just from the increased raw costs of hospital care and 

higher physicians' fees. Certainly, these have felt the effects of 

"catching up", fantastic technology, inflation and a few cheaters. 

The real factor behind the higher expenditures is a higher utilization 

than anybody ever imagined. While it can be argued that we have those 

who nisuse our facilities, this is insignificant compared with the plain 

truth that more people were in need of care than we had supposed. 

One thing which added to our surprise was that we had been lulled 

to sleep by our attention focused on crisis medicine alone and by 

failing to be sufficiently aware of the millions upon millions of 

dollars in free services provided by physicians, institutions, and 

others. These services had to be given because throughout this land 

we had made inadequate provisions for our neighbors. It is sad, sad 

that the overwhelming numbers of health personnel and agencies who 

have tried to play the game straight, must now take the unreasonable 

abuse which comes from unilateral decisions for inadequate reimburse

ment and being placed in the same category with those relatively few 

who have exploited this revolutionary new approach to care. It is 

time now to move on to better things, but I hope we will not throw out 

some of the better concepts as we try to clean up the system. 
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There are other governmental influences on us--model cities 

programs; regional medical programs in heart, cancer, and stroke 

problems; government volunteer programs, like VISTA, with the effects 

on our programs because of its pay considerations; Title VI with its 

tremem1ous impact in breaking down the discrimination barriers in our 

health and welfare programs; and the government's full employment 

policy with hours, wages, conditions, and social security legislated. 

Besicte the influences on costs, we have experienced manpower shortages, 

with faithful volunteers tempted to switch to employment for pay or 

raising questions about financial assistance. Institutions have been 

forced by labor laws to preclude volunteer work in their own environ

ments by their own employees, in spite of the strong desire of some 

to volunteer in off hours in areas other than their own. 

In looking at some rational way of establishing and maintaining 

health services in a community, the name of the game is "comprehen

sive health planning." It is currently designed to encourage local 

communities to determine their own priorities and balances. Public 

disclosure and accountability are essential ingredients. Any closed 

system of care and welfare is now an open one. It may be some time 

before we learn how to effectively use this new opportunity because the 

principals are not well prepared to deal with such drastic changes. 

Consumers are knocking at the door expecting to be heard. They 

are becoming more organized than ever before, as we see the growth 

of self-governing organizations especially in the low income and 

poverty areas. Unfortunately, they are not always prepared to be 

effective planners and participants. Often the facts and issues are 

obscure. Perhaps this problem can be seen to be an area of responsi

bility of the people in this room--to assist with the orientation and 

understanding of the facts, so that the consumer representative 
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is an effective participant. You just cannot go out and take every 

tenth person and say, "Alright, we've selected you; just come on in 

ancl tell us how we can better serve your needs." As you are willing 

to t<~i"lch, they must be willing to learn. It is sad that some appear 

more interested, as Stock suggests, in "confrontation than solution." 

SOCIAL AWARENESS 

As we continue to look at ourselves and what is happening to us, 

we see change through social awareness. Social ills are moving into 

sharper focus. These matters are more intense and emotional, and some

times we see a whole new set of "ills" created in our attempts to solve 

the old ones. There is sensitivity in our planning; what soothes some 

may offend others, and this makes our jobs more difficult. This social 

awareness is manifested in health care with the broader relationships 

of individual health within one's environment; public assistance pro

grams; housing; job training; hometraining; education; transportation; 

etc. The better life is more visible and within attainment for more 

of us. This is stirring those who have heretofore been complacent. 

Stock suggests that there is pressure to make all social institutions 

more "democratic and humanistic." 

The resulting demand appears often to reach beyond the resources 

available, creating more unrest. Curiously, resulting irritation 

occasionally may hold back available resources required to deal with 

the demands on a more effective basis. Thus more unrest and more 

conflict. 

Ineffective responses from well-meaning groups have added more 

fuel to this fire. Frank Hertel had some interesting observations to 

make about agencies which seek to deal with some of the problems 

around us and yet have some problems of their own in contending with 
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change and some resulting failures. He listed: 

"Fragmentation of efforts tending to isolate agencies 
from the main stream of community problems. 

Too many specialized agencies too small to be 
effective. 

The volunteer, divorced from direct participation, 
has become more and more a spectator. 

While voluntary agencies stress their role as inno
vators, too many perform this function in minor key, 
if at all. 

Voluntary agencies have not responded often enough 
to their opportunity to identify weak spots in our 
social welfare system and advance proposals for re
medial action." 

HEALTH CARE INSTITUTIONS 

Changes have occurred within our health care institutions. 

While I appreciate that not all present are directly involved in 

this field, I believe it is important for those of you who are and 

those who have indirect association with health care institutions to 

get a bit of a feel for what has been going on lately. 

In a very short time, we have gone from the day of the doctor's 

little black bag to a fantastic array of people and hardware. In 

easy memory, we have seen the hospital go from a place of care to a 

place of cure. Specialization has emerged from unbelievable tech

nology. When I walk through the urgent care areas of my hospital, I 

see electronic gadgets which were not even on the drawing boards 

eight years ago. 

And there are more people. In 1940, we used about 5 health work

ers per physician; now we use 17 per physician. No longer will re

jects from the labor market get the job done; now we use the upper third 

of the skilled market. The competition in the market place is unbeliev

able. A salary survey conducted about three years ago by the American 
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Hospital Association and the Public Health Service revealed about 

275,000 budgeted vacancies in American Hospitals. 

I'm amazed that we have done as well as we have considering the 

labor supply and the activities of hospitals to bring in people like 

the engineer, the economist, the behavioral scientist, the physicist, 

the accountant, and the educator. l'le have taken all these and thrown 

them in with people who normally are accustomed to giving health care, 

and we have said: "Now all you folks get along well together!" 

To meet the pressures, we have regrouped people and jobs. We 

have developed various levels of care. And we have seen an emphasis 

on community responsibility, beyond our walls. No longer can anyone 

in my hospital just sit on the corner of Beverly and Grant and say 

that "this is my little world." Our little world now goes beyond that. 

And if our little world goes beyond those walls, the world of our 

volunteers extends beyond those walls, too. 

It has disturbed us that the traditional sources for volunteers-

the classic volunteers--have been drying up right in front of our eyes . 

In the requirement for flexibility, the classic volunteer feels a bit 

challenged and compromised. The fact that we have had no recent great 

emotional event to stir a universal interest in volunteering with common 

motivation, has contributed to the difficulty of recruitment, and the 

divers~ty of interests of volunteers. 

We have looked--just glances, really--at changes in us, industrial

ization, unionization, governmental influence, social awareness, and 
( 

health care institutions. It is obvious. The status quo is no more. 
C 

(St,atus quo--that's Latin, for the mess we're in.) It is a new day. 

It is more complicated. It is emotionally charged. The stakes are 

'high! We are in the business of dealing with the lives and emotions 
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of people, our neighbors. Surely we are products of social revolu

tion, and someone commented that "revolution is never tidy." 

EFFECTS OF IMPLICATION 

What are some more of the effects and implications of these 

changes on voluntarism. Here are just a few. You finish the 

list, or revise it. 

It appears to me that we have to prepare volunteers for the 

complexities of the society which shapes us. This involves working 

on attitudes for the acceptance of change with enthusiasm. We must 

help them to plan and to organize to avoid being out of step with what 

is going on around us. It is easy to be out of step too, when the 

bigger picture is not visible and the volunteers' roles are not seen 

as vital parts of the new emerging structures. An essential part of 

preparation is to be able to recognize and to contend with failu:r:e . 

The old methods may prove embarrassing to us at times, and as we step 

forward, we are going to get our fingers burned. 

comfort will drive us on to try again and again. 

I hope our dis-

An important thing to remember is that our volunteer manpower 

may well be available to us at the extremes of life. This calls for 

the recognition of varying motivations and priorities of the young 

vs. the old. What may satisfy one may be an irritant or a discourage

ment to another, and a blend will doubtless test the best volunteer 

organizations which exist. The very young and the older volunteers 

may not be able to bear the expense of volunteering. Limited re

sources may stimulate pressures to depart from the traditional position 

of not subsidizing volunteers for certain expenses like transportation, 

uniforms, and meals. If it is important to some and repulsive to 

others, how will you manage this? 
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Social status will hold some of our volunteers as tradition has 

placed certain advantages for personal recognition on "belonging". 

A new group is now around which may reject this source of satisfaction 

completely. Yet there are so many things to do around health and weJ.

fare agencies, we have places for them all, with varying depths of 

service. But how do you blend these different interests in a pro

ductive organization? Are your volunteers prepared for these new 

problems? 

While we are concerned with the extremes of life, a closer look 

is warranted at the people over 60 years of age. There are 20,000,000 

of them, 10% of the population! And a lot of them are men! Why 

aren't we doing more about using this great source of volunteer man

power? And you can be sure that they will turn you a deaf ear if you 

require them first to join the ladies' auxiliary before being a volun

teer. This foolishness will not get the job done, and you must find 

ways of taking these valuc>ble folks and putting them to work with mean

ingful and interesting responsibilities in keeping with their interests 

and talents. Our rituals may require careful scrutiny and appropriate 

changes. 

We have said that there are those who are standing at the door, 

knocking to get inside our health and welfare activities. We have 

talked about the responsibility of the hospital extending beyond its 

walls. Looking outside, we can see another group of talents which 

could be put to work to meet some of our broader responsibilities. 

Volunteers from disadvantaged areas possibly could be trained and given 

the opportunity to assist us with our outreach. The blending of 
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Sally Jones and Agatha Gotrocks could be frought with all kinds of 

headaches, for us and for them, but what a new dimension of service 

if we could pull it off! It will require a special kind of volunteer 

to train these newer participants in the mechanics, attitudes, and 

skills to lead volunteer programs in these emerging self-governing 

projects in our inner cities. I would hope we could help develop 

the information and the self-assurance required for quality responses . 

Surely, we can expect problems as individuals from all. walks 

of life come to work on community needs. We have already seen some 

people suhordinate the goals of the organization to which they have 

been invited, to the aspirations and demands of their own minority 

groups. Hypersensitivity with militant approach can turn some o us 

off just as our reactions may remind them of tired prejudices which 

have been special kinds of barriers for too long. This suggests a lot 

of training and conditioning on both sides. 

Classic voluntarism is also being challenged by the avail.ab' li '·•• 

and interests of the volunteer with "professional" skills. This is 

a specialized volunteer who may not be interested in getting invclvc'<.' 

in the organizational and social structure of the Auxiliary, but 

whose talent is sorely needed by the recruiting organization. T)1is 

person may be a businesswoman, nurse, physical therapist, secretary, 

or a computer programmer who wants to keep close to the field of 

interest without assuming a full-time paid responsibility. The de

sire may be strong to provide a volunteer service without further en

cumbrance. Are we going to be able to blend these services and person

alities into our existing structures? And what problems will be en

counter in dealing with licensure and legal requirements and rest:r.i.c

tions? Adel some of the sensitivities of unions to all this and ;•ou 
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get a greater feel for the complexities of volunteer life. Some of 

you in Baltimore already know how it feels to be called to service 

when the unions have pulled people off their jobs with patients left 

in beds requiring service. 

These rigidities of life around us are going to mean more con

flicts ahead for volunteers. There are going to be times when someone 

will challenge the use of a volunteer in a particular area of activity. 

I would suggest to you that we need approved and stated agency policies 

on the use of volunteers in our environments prior to the time when 

these may be challenged in negotiations with employee organizations. 

How to deal with the proliferation of licensure laws and the resulting 

little kingdoms being carved out for exclusiveness, is one which must 

receive national attention at the earliest possible time. Is this 

the best way to assure public protection? There must be something better. 

The problems of the inner city raise other questions of concern 

for you who are concerned about the volunteer effort. Who among you 

has not experienced a concern by you, the volunteer, or the family for 

the volunteer's safety, especially if it involves night service? And 

regardless of the time of day, the everlasting nuisance of parking and 

traffic aggravation is ever upon us. Transportation, private or public, 

is often a pain in the neck and frequently a serious obstacle to re

cruiting and retaining good volunteers. 

I hope that all of us can work harder in blending the agency 

personnel and the volunteers. A volunteer worth his salt is not con

tent just to stand on the sidelines looking in. And if he does get 

content, we must "uncontent" him; an uninformed, don't care volunteer 

will kill us. Too, the "kid gloves" treatment vs. "one of the team" 

seems never to get thoroughly resolved; and it involves both sides. 
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Some of us perpetuat:e this by handling employees and volunteers so 

separately, we are a.fraid even to let them start out together in orien

tation, Why can't common educational and orientation needs be met with 

both involved simultaneously? Volunteers and employees must share 

the worst, as well a.s the best of experiences together. Neither should 

expect an exclusive on the realities of the environment. 

Manpower problems are not only real for the Director of Volun

teers, but they hold niqhtmare-potential for the agency administration 

who sees budgeted needs going unfilled. I believe the volunteers can 

make a sizeable impact in the area of health careers. If just the hos

pital auxiliaries of this country could plan together with one mighty 

effort to convince young people to look at the potential of health 

careers, revolution in response would come to the field with great 

speed. The work to be done with young people, high school counselors, 

and parents is worthy of serious commitment of volunteer groups every

where. 

Another suggestion which is projected from the changing world 

around us is that we and our volunteers must learn to understand, accept 

and live with the involvement of government. It is here to stay. We 

must be careful that it does not scare our volunteers away. 

Of course, we must not abdicate. Volunteers, as a political in

fluence, must "bear witness to needed changes" (Hertel). They have 

the opportunity to run down new possibilities of service, to demon

strate programs of value, to seek support from other sources, and to 

be willing to turn programs over--while the search continues for 

other reasons to start the process all over again. Political muscle, 

within the overall direction of the agency authority, should not be 

avoided by those who know how to play the game. Volunteers should not 
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sit on the side lines being neutral when strong partisans are re-

quired. State legislatures and city councils should feel the heat of 

volunteers' wrath when there is a message of social need to be delivered. 

We have powerhouses of influence for the good in volunteers who have 

really never been asked. Why should we continue to ignore so great 

a service? 

Let us not overlook the importance of fund raising. While it 

is not likely that our agencies will be able to meet their community 

responsibilities for service exclusively through resources given or 

earned through volunteer projects, it ties +-he community and the 

agencies closer together, with the former left with the feeling that 

it has an investment to protect by its continuing interests. This, 

I submit, is goc,l. ~or us , as long as we do not get too exclusive and 

start drifting away from an overall community awareness. It is not 

uncommon to see a community fund-raising project carry on long after 

the initial need has been 1~st; no one has the nerve to suggest that 

it should stop and have its energies redirected. Stock suggests that 

a community multi-service center he considered for coordination, 

evaluation, accountability, balance, and "preserving and fostering 

the specialized competency of the voluntary organizations." 

In the future, planning will become more important. Currently, 

it involves the issue of local option with a wider base of decision 

makers. I think we have to try to do it well, or we shall surely 

have it forced down our throats by governmental authority, possibly 

removed from the local needs and sensitivities. In other words, if 

we do not get in there and do our own planning for greater use of 

resources, somebody else will do it for us. I happen to believe 

that volunteers must be involved in this planning process. They 

may even be the ones to bring about some cooperative efforts between 
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the city-county planners and the health and welfare planners, who 

unfortunately often go off merrily planning without regard for one 

another. 

Planning starts at home, right in the hospital or agency. And 

how can we expect to get along in the community if we can't get along 

in our own institutions? There is a rumor going around that some 

directors of volunteers, auxiliary presidents, and volunteer services 

chairmen have problems getting along sometimes. 

But in all this hodge-podge of change and problems, keep an eye 

on the patient, the client, the child, or whatever is the object of 

the volunteer's affection. I worry about the specialization, the 

bigness, the cold and professional tones and under tones, the aloof

ness of "status", the disguise of public interest, the big-brother 

of government, the limitations of a busy society---all those things 

which may distract us from the warmth of one neighbor to another. 

The business of voluntarism is not just that of a "Lady Bountiful", 

but that of a neighbor, whose presence conveys what a good pot of chi

cken soup did when our mothers took it next door when illness struck. 

I hope we don't get so sophisticated and so organized and so cate

gorized that we forget that this business of human warmth is the 

important part of our responsibilities. 

I'm excited about the future! I feel we will make out OK. People 

like you have guided us through many a change in our country's history, 

and I figure we are just as able to cope with reality as were our 

forefathers. A minister asked a little boy once: "Boy, who made 

you?" And like a flash, he replied, ''I ain't done yet!" 
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And we ain't done yet! The longer we live, the greater our 

opportunity. Let us keep our goals sensible, with full reflection 

on the realities of the past, the present, and the expectations of 

the future. We'll have fun as we explore together the wonderful 

New Worlds of Voluntarism . 

Thank you very much. 
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COPING WITH TODAY'S REALITIES AND 
PREPARING FO~ TOMORROW'S CHALLENGES 

It is a great privilege for me to attend and participate in 

your workshop concerned with "Exploring the New Worlds of Voluntarism." 

I feel very humble before all of you who are daily involved with vol

unteers.- I also feel very comfortable because most of my "working 

life" has been closely related to voluntarism. 

To avoid bringing only my personal beliefs and observations on the 

subject assigned, "Coping with Today's Realities and Preparing for 

Tomorrow's Challenges," I spent a good bit of time this last month 

discussing the subject with a variety of people who have a vital 

interest in voluntarism today and tomo~rcw. Among these were directors 

of volunteers in large hospitals and nursing homes, a consultant in 

the Health Resources of Health, Education and Welfare with primary 

responsibility for volunteers in hospitals throughout the country, and 

the coordinator for volunteers in the Child Welfare Department covering 

a large county. Last week I attended a workshop for 65 directors and 

coordinators of volunteers sponsored by the Health and Welfare Council 

of the Metropolitan Area in Washington, D. c. Their subject, "Where is 

Volunteer Services on the Totem Pole'l 11 provoked a variety of opinions. 

I also sought Eva Schindler-Rainman 1 s ideas, She is well known to some 

of you, a consultant to many agencies across the country including the 

* * * * * * * * * 
Presentation by: Mrs. Eugene B. Duffy, Director of Volunteers for the 
Eastern Area American National Red Cross; presented at the Workshop for 
Directors of Volunteers in Health Care Facilities and Community Agencies, 
conducted by the Center for the Study of Voluntarism, School of Social 
Work, University of Maryland, in collaboration with the Maryland Council 
of Directors of Volunteer Services, on November 10,.11, and 12, 1969 in 
Baltimore, Maryland. 
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Center for the Study of Voluntarism, and one who has great commitment 

to voluntarism. I. of course~ consulted with our area chairman of 

volunteers, Mrs. Kester L. Hastings, my teammate with whom I work 

daily, and other Red Cross colleagues. 

It was great fun recalling and examining my own experiences with 

volunteers, beginning with the early 30 1 s the depression years, as 

a caseworker in the Welfare Department in Nashville, Tennessee, when 

caseloads were the largest ever and volunteer involvement was limited 

to the destruction of old files. Then in the late 40 1 s in Japan and 

Korea, I served as consultant on Volunteer services to the Japanese 

and Korean Red Cross Societies during tL.eir reorganization following 

World War II. In the Japanese language, there was no word that meant 

rrvolunteering 0 as we know it; so a new word was coined. And even then 

the concept was strange to the Japanese, as indicated by the title 

printed on my nprofessional cards. tt The title, nconsul tant on Volunteer 

Services,n came out in Japanese, "Drafter of Volunteers." 

Enough of the past, and now let• s take a look at some of the things 

directors and supervisors of volunteers are facing today. I'd like to 

repeat a highly significant statement made by Dr. Brown on the first 

night here. He said, "We must recognize the people's desire to have a 

voice in their own destiny -- the main theme in our current times. There 

has never been such a group of well-educated young people. Today"s changes 

are not only in technology -- landing on the moon -- but a change in 

the concept of what man is - and what will be the nature of this change?" 
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A provocative question for this group. 

Mr. Shropshire outlined in broad terms yesterday the social and econ-

omic factors that have impact on all phases of our lives, including 

volunteering. I would like to add one in particular: 

The President's Voluntary Action Program 

President Nixon promised in his inaugural address the creation 
of a non-profit, non-partisan National Center for Voluntary Action 
to be located in Washington -- a depository for information on 
successful volunteer programs throughout the country. The goal -
A creative partnership between Government and the private sector 
in helping to master the common needs and problems. This Center 
is well on its way. 

What does this all mean? in the 701 s? 80 1 s? 90 1 s? 

- The unprecedented ne.sd fc,r mcnt: and more people to help. 

- A revival of the spirit of volunteering. 

- A new dynamism in the voluntary effort for our society. 

Before we talk about and examine how you as directors of volunteers can 

cope with the realities of today and tomorrow 1 s challenges, I would like 

to feed back to you some of what you said in the work groups about your 

roles and functions today. 

In relation to volunteers, you 

help define jobs 

recruit 

interview 

orient 

introduce to job setting 

insure support and further 
training 

give pat-on-back 

handle problems 

lend "listening ear" 

give recognition 

evaluate 

eliminate 

follow up 

You furnish a home base a personnel office for volunteers 
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In relation to agency staff, you --

interpret role and value of volunteer 

maintain good relationships 

assist in developing realistic job descriptions 

assist in planning job induction and skills training 

explore areas for new volunteer jobs 

consult regularly with supervisors, identifying significant matters, 
problems, potential leaders, etc. 

interpret to the administrator in fact.ual and specific ways how 
things are going and recommend, action for 
improvement. ttPut cards on the table. 11 

In relation to th~ community, you --

serve as liaison with other agencies 

interpret your agency's function and need for volunteers 

work jointly with other agencies regarding training, meetings, etc. 

You even coined new titles for directors of volunteers -- 11Mesher of At-

titudes," nsocial Change Agent," rtJack of All Trades," rrcornmunity Organizer," 

"Today's Solomon," and in military jargon, the "G-1-2-3 & 4" of an operation, 

The responsibi.li ties inherent in your jobs are tremendous. There seems to 

be only one realistic direction to pursue to insure that these multiple 

responsibilities will be met. This is the development of volunteer leader-

ship with a structure to fit each agency. By this, I me.an volunteers 

involved in a variety of admi.nistrative and func.tional leadership positions, 

i.e.l involvement in defining jobs, working with supervisory personnel, 

recrui tmenc., training, follow-up, evaluati.o·r.., a-.!ld every function that you 

have mentioned. 
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This conc.ept could mean a volunteer c!-.1i_rm2· 1 with vice chairmen as 

needed, day chairmen, and special project chairmen. Some of you 

rnentioTI1ed. this type of organization. I know there are several chair

men of volunteers here which gives support to such a plan, For others 

this may be a new idea. 

Recently I was in Rochester, New York, conducting a "Working with Vol

unteersH training session. Attending were representatives from ten 

community agencies considering a Hfirst timett venture with volunteers. 

As we discussed this idea of volunteers in key leadership roles, there 

was strong reaction on the part of some participants who posed the ques

tion, "Well, what will we f.t, 1 r L:.he \iulu~ 1,t -ers take over the administrative 

responsibilities?" We spent a lot of time exploring the idea of the paid 

staff being the coordinator - supporter of a group of volunteer leaders 

who would then extend their "know how" and 11skill 11 far beyond to recognize 

the soundness and excitement of helping volunteers assume key roles md 

growing and developing to their full potential. 

Each one of us is limited in our capacity to supervise and support others; 

therefore, if we as directors of voluntea:s are to even begin plans for 

coping with future challenges, delegation t.o volunteer leaders is a must. 

To "cut out and arrangett sections of our total job so that volunteer 

leaders can handle these sections with satisfaction and success is, 

I believe, the secret of accomplishing the task ahead. This requires 

skill, ti.me, and in the early stages, patience particularly. Another 

highly important factor is attitude. The giving up of something that 

is your responsibility is not the easiest thing to do. Yesterday 
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one of the group I s discussion centered around the hospital auxiliary 

members who found it difficult to release and gi '-"' to the paid director 

of volunteers responsibilities that the auxiliary had carried for years. 

This prompts a question: Is there danger that some of the paid directors 

might become just as possessive of 11my job" and Hmy volunteers'?" It.~ s 

human nature! But think about it. This team concept, the volunteer 

leader and the paid staff member, can be the cornerstone around which 

a foundatic 1n can be built -- a sound one on which we can expand in order 

to cope with tomorrow and its exciting challenges. 

If you are similar to other groups including some of my colleagues 

with whom I've discussed this idea, Y"'ll h,.i-_,e a variety of reactd.ons. 

Although you can accept this concept intellectually, it is far from simple 

to put it into everyday practice. Even in the Red Cross, historically 

a voluntary agency, there are staff people who find it difficult to in

volve volunteers in leadership roles. 

To get this concept of 11the volunteer-paid team 11 underway in an agency 

or to expand it throughout an agency is not easy. It takes some doing. 

First of all the management of the agency -- the administration -- must 

have a thornugh understanding and acceptance of the idea, and f!J.ve it full 

and active support. There must be realistic goals and functions defined 

for both the paid staff and volunteer leadership positions. Be clear about 

which one is the "head". In the final analysis, who is accountable? Equally 

important is the need for everyone in t.he agency to have a clear under

standing of the roles and relationships of those persons in the paid and 

volunteer leadership posi lions. 
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Then there are the intangibles. You talked about some of these in 

your groups yesterday -- faith, trust, openness, and what I call "Don't 

be concerned about who gets the credit.n What this boils down to is 

good human relations -- not always easy to practice in our complex 

and hourly changing times. 

Now I'd like to touch on a few specifics that some of you brought out, 

and I have asked four participants to help me by telling the entire 

group some things they mentioned in the subgroups yester<iay, which seem 

to me relevant to coping with our jobs today and tomorrow. As they 

report, I hope you will relate these ideas to your own agencies. 

You know from Dr. Brown, Mr. Shropshire, and all current news, the 

tremendous young population is this country; so how do we get them 

involved, this group who thinks differently from many of us who are 

"running the show." Can we afford to have only a summer program for 

these teenagers which we older adults plan and operate, Do we try 

to involve the young adults - young marrieds in special projects, com

mittees, boards; or do we just assume they are too busy with their 

families? Do we ever ask them for a "one time" meeting to test ideas 

and let them speak for themselves2 I have asked Mrs. Vivien Ross, 

Di rec tor, Volunteer Services Department, The Johns Hopkins 

Hospital, to tell about some experiences with a group of young volunteers, 
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Mrs. Vivien Ross: 

"Mrs. Duffy c:.sked a question abour. 
ut.ilizat.ic,,,...t and ir~vc-lverne.nt of young 
vc1lunteers 1 a: .. d whether we. could afford 
to li.mi t chem t.o surrmer programs aloLe. 

"Our tee:ri..age vo:.unteers at Hopkins are 
ir1volved in many differen: ways and all 
the year rour,d. 11>.ey themselves help in 
r.he pl.a.uni ng of their own programs. They 
contribute ideas as weJ..l as servi.ce. For 
example, t1-~e Jur:dor Auxi li.ary Committee 
of the Summer Program has made suggestions 
ra.·:-igi.ng from how t:o subsidize lunch and 
parking, t0 a di ffereEt kind of uniform 
C:.11' none a.t a:l), to a more sophisticated 
and practical award system, with a paid 
summer job rat-."t--er than a gold pin or bar 
as a. reward for ou tst anding service. 

"Young voltJr•.teers, fhnse working on the 
year rou·~1.d program as we:1. as in the 
summer, dlf:' a~.S''\ l-.1-~.r, ·.o.g to change the 
ki'lds of jobs they are d,)ing by telling 
us qui Le frank.ly w~~.at they expect. of hos
pital vz)lu!1teer service, ar:.d Wh.a.t sort 
of jobs t:',ey wa·1r. to do. And these often 
are NOT the usual gi.ft •cart, supply truck 
or escort/messenger jobs, but o~es in which 
there is as much. emphasis on learning a skill 
as on provi.di ·D.g a service; for example, in 
the labs; or on special resear· .. ·h projects. 

nThey invoi.ve themse.:ves; we need to listen 
to therri. 11 

Another concern for us t.-:.day a..a.d tomorrow is one of cummunication with the 

groups that up to now we do·_t,1 r krww - - l-ertain neighborhoods, ethnic 

groups, rural. comrnuniti.es, e~~:::-. I bave asKed Mrs. Arr.L McDowell, Coordinator 

of Volunteer Services, Ba.ltimc:re Ci cy Hos pi rnls, to describe what is being 

done to improve contacts betwee·:L t'h.e hospital arid the adjacent community. 
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Mrs. Ann Mc.Dowell: 

111 am coordinator of volu::1teer servic.es 
of a large municipal hospital which has 
the problem of never having enough vol
unteers. There is no point in setting up 
beautiful. programs unless there are people 
to ca.rry them out. Sci ou·r problem has always 
been recruitment. to try and find more volunteers., 
We have people whc1 (·ome from all sections of 
the city who rravel a great dist·ance and who 
spend a lot ct time on the buses. 

"We are i.n a L omrriuni t y r:-.ci i. led Hi ghlandtown 
in. East Ba] t imore, from whic.h we have drawn 
very few vo1.u.nteers? We feel this is the 
group thBt should be and for all practical 
purposes we would like to be vclunteers in our 
hospital. 

"The Volurtteer Advisory Board has taken on a 
project just within r:he pds t mo·nth of doing 
door to de-er visiLa't..ir,r, cf" our immedirtte 
ne.ighbors. We h::1ve gl ·r.c through. the "Criss Cross" 
(telephone. book list.Ing streets) and made up a 
card on. each resident. The caller is then prepared 
with t.he person's name and is not just a door-to
door salesman.. These nei.gh.bors have always been 
a suspicious group wh.o keep their doors locked, 
and who keep very strict households', therefore, 
the day before the visit, a flyer was sent out so 
that they are forewarned that someone is coming 
to see them. The interviewers start out in teams 
and after they get a little confidence in them
selves, they separate and just one person goes into 
each home. They h.ave gone into the homes of our 
immediate neighbors and some places have been re
ceived very nicely a-P.d in cthf:'rs rather cooly~ but 
to da·te we have not had a door slammed i.n their face. 
The people we_find are responding to the person to 
person touch. We '- ar, read in the paper about 
volunteer openin.gs, or your rni.nister c.an say 
"We need volur .. t.eers, 11 but if si)meonP comes tmiyour 
door and says~ 0 We would like you." "There is something 
i-ri that hospital. t.hdL yr'n c . .an do,/' people are much 
more likely to respond. 

11 I c.an 1 t report th:::1.t we have ·.had many volunteers 
found but this may come in the intervie.w. 
After the girls have made th~ir initial pleas for the 
persons help, they then sit back and begin to talk 
about this monstrous hospital up on the hill. They 
have found the fellowing things which the adminis
tration inight. nc,t have found out. We just put in 
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a r•.ew t<..'oi, 8. new er,r.rc1"Ce LP the hospital 
ar.d this r 8 s \. red T \:; d r· r t:'illt' ~-dr_,us prob 1 ems for 
our n.e1gl-1t:, (.::.. w~ i, .. 1--, _)~."·dy n1 our administration 
knew ar,.yrJ·,1r.g at()ul,. Wt--,e--: the new road was put 
in we di.d'l.'t ~.1gf-~: it r:,~1d nid:1•I- make any signs 
c'..e1r e11(ugl .. 1 fnr· ne Eve 11r~g visitors to come 
up rhe ·new n1.:id .. As -:1 ·,.i.-r•sEquen.ce, visitors 
wErt:' c,ut. to use rhe -'~-d ~< reet which is closed 
otf, th.en:· ff.rf) rhe pe..>p"'e spent- the summer 
di reccir-:ig tr.-1ffL fer l,5. An0ther thing that has 
-:~_,me out ( f r~·-is .s.1rv~y is tt.dt our employees 
are pctrki_r,_g,: ·. r·",ei r s ~-cets and we have plenty 
cf parking space er our grourtds, but in. order 
t,1 m.-.:11<.e a qu, ... k ge:..:.-a-h-:iY af~.er work, employees 
were lruwdi.,.g rr,.eic s[·tel:'!'.S d0d denying them 
t.he1 r own park.i·r-cg Sp::i(.'e. 1'his is ct. real 
problem, d real a::-1,,J-y-:;r.,"f- ro i.:J1ese people 
ci!i.d r1:"1e admi".isr.rc11. r r, i-1 :-11 T\O idea ·c·his was 
hc:1ppe:--.i :.g until rhis sc•\1cy. 

"Ccnseq•_jf:'·r,r :.y) w;...' rs:- · ... : gE:·rt 1 rig a great number 
c-f ,,c.J .. u·r,.teers:· tu:. WE ,:;1rt-· g,J't Ling feedback which 
is impc,rt-;i·-,,r '":·_·. r..i-~1:-' ~-:~spi c:11 admiE1stration and 
ITld.ftY of ·Jur t--cs~,ir -jl pec-r,· 1.e worldn.g in corrnnunity 
medici:"~e drtd wcirk1 g i t~-e ,..ommunity are extremely 
helped b·y r_r-1s sur1,t-~ .. Sc, i•. has been a lot of 
fun.:, we feel t·bd.', we nre getting to know our 
neighbc,rs better, dnd n--i:--,y dTe get.ting to know the 
hospit:::ll ber(er, aid wp ,..__,;pe we are getting a 
gc,c-d put 1 .. 1 <. rel :::1 i:: 1 c .... r.s i llt-:i ge .. 

"A Ne1ghbc, 0 's Day w,,,_ re held in Marc.h exclusively 
f.•,r thc.,s;=, 1.iv1r'.g l' r.he 1mrnediace neighborhood. 
Persun~al i·;.•.1it.:--1L1u:1.s w1 ~.l be sent and tours 
l:,f ti-\e HcspiraJ. wi.-:..~. b,. g1veri as well as programs on 
U.e iale':-1: pr: .. Je.•r..;. teg,uL at. BdlLimore Ci·ty Hospitals." 

In addi.t.i.on to demonstr-:1r1,.1.g d di fffrt,-:·· w~y < f "CCYJ1T1.ec.ting" with this 

particular c:ommur:i~Y:i ·r"h1s is c:J va": .. u::1.tf.t- ;:-_::_,1, fr,r developing volunteers, 

providing new oppcrt..uniti"'s f r '·.r.,m r·.; i?,r -'was people. I would bet 

that the vo1.unteE.r5 i-r•vc"'_11cd i-r; :fl.e Pr .. it: 1. Mrs., McDowell described 

gained new per spec"!. i ve and l.J:n.ae rs ,_._OoJ r,d 1 -·,.s" 

What do we do about r:rair...i.,,.g ,1c, .. _1J,.".e1-_:r:31 :.,'.''~.e rhey are recruited? Do 

we examine t.l:ie c.or~t.ent and meti-.-:·ds regu 1
.dr- .. y.' Are we willing to let 
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go of our "hallowed outli·2es 11 and make t.'rdining fun~ encouraging 

every body t.o participate? Do we h&ve to use a word "training"? 

In the Watts Area ir1. Soutl-1 Los ATtgeles according t.o Eva Schindler-Rainman:i 

they called one training course 11TutorLi: 1.g the Tutors to Toot." It must 

have been fu no 

You may think that some of my remA.rks are rat.her strange because in 

Red Cross we have had traditional standards for a long time related to 

training particularly. We a:re working hard to adapt much of our content 

and method., to be flexible and relevant. Yes, we want to maintain 

standards, but we must Ce sure about what we mean by standards --- not 

just a required number of hours fer atC.ercda:n.ce, but that the content is 

relevant and the met.hods used a re appropriat.e to those who participate. 

Also, training must be ongoing and not thought. of as a "one shot" 

experience. Its got. to be fun for t.he leader and the participants• 

How long has it been since you asked for "feedback" on the training 

you plan? Do you have a volunteer training corrnnittee with some recent 

participants as members;·? 

Mr. Shropshire commented on the matter cf uniforms. Any agency today 

which declares a weJcome to volunteers from all sections and segments 

of the community and then requires vc,lurr1::,eers t0 purchase uniforms as 

a requisite to serve, is in real tn='uble. We've been doing some changing 

about thi.s in the Red Cross. There were times when we were pretty rigid. 

Now smocks, armbands, pins, or sti<.'lt, .. cn pat.ch.es suffice in many situations,, 
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Another concern in volunteering is that. of equal opport.unities to 

volunteers: Are we moving away from on1y the upur·ist" or "classicn 

volunteer -- those who can defray tota.i t·,osts, transportation, meals, etc.? 

More and more agencies are providing some or all out-of-pocket expenses 

and even some finge benefits for volunteers. Many of you told about 

these changing policies yesterday. This must be a main concern for 

all of us. 

Another subject that often comes up whei:1 volLJnteering is discussed is 

that of recognition, tc-o often tradit.iona7. in t.erms of formal ceremonies, 

pins, teas, etc. These have a place, but, we 1 ve got to be more creative 

in saying "Thank you. 11 I have asked two members of the group to tell 

about what has been done for volu.rteers in their shc,p. The first 

is Mrs. Ruth E. Holmes, Direct.or of Volurtt·.eer Services, The Baltimore 

League for Crippled Children and Adults. 

Mrs. Ruth E. Holmes: 

"Teenage volunteers feel that by being civic 
mi nded-----by he lpin,g someone to gain independence, 
instead of dependence, they are adding a new facet 
to the'ir lives, 

"Since, as volunteers, they are such a valuable asset 
to any o.rgani z.dti.on, 1 t·hi.nk our appreciation 
should be magnified. As an example: Betty, a 
tee.na.ge summer volunteer, wJ-.o was too young to be 
employed and had done an in,.redible job for me,. 
took the responsibility of her assignment seriously~ 
she was punctual, courteous, conge:ni al with the other 
volunteers, thorough and conc.ientious about completing 
her assignmen·ts coT ret.. cly and in the time specified 
for complet.ion. l felt I should show my appreciation 
of her loyalty by giving her more than the pin 
awarded to volunt:eers. I wl:'ote a letter of recom
mendation for her whi.c h she urnld present to any 
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employer when applying for a position. 
I later learned that she was elated over 
receiving the letter and was eager for 
the opportunity to present the letter 
on her first job interview. 

"I was very happy to know that the letter 
of recommendation had meant so much to her. 
This letter is one way of giving extra rec
ognition to the teenage volunteer." 

Perhaps one of the most satisfactory kinds of recognition for a 

volunteer involved in a professional. service is to be included in 

a session with professionals and given an opportunity to participate. 

I have asked Mrs. Margaret Kirkpatrick, Director Volunteer Case Aides 

Program who came all the way from Canton, Ohic, to attend this workshop, 

to tell you an interesting story about involving the volunteer case 

aides in a session with out-of-town visitors. 

Mrs. Kirkpatrick: 

"In our Volunteer Case Aide Program in 
Cantcn, we have formed two rather effective 
ways for giving satisfying recognition to 
our volunteers. We urge the agencies using 
our aides to involve them in staff meetings, 
and in-service training sessions so they feel 
a real part of the agency. 

"Recently our juvenile court was visited by 
twelve Magistrates from England. Their study 
of our court and detention facilities lasted 
several days. Our Aides were deeply involved. 
They acted as hostesses, cour guides, but also 
helped actual court cases. The Magistrates were 
extremely impressed with the work of our Aides 
and the volunteers felt a sense of recognition. 

"Some of our Volunteer Aides have shown unusual 
ability and are actually functioning as volunteer 
supervisors since professional staff in some agencies 
is so limited in their time" This is one of many 
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attempts to give depth and meaning to 
volunteers. 

"The recognition that all of our volunteers 
feel is in direct relation to their acceptance 
and involvement by the agency staff." 

Pins and ceremonies have their place; but let 1 s not forget the 

m11ltiple ways to give recogntion that open new vistas and provide 

new experiences. 

I want to thank these four participants, and I only wish that we could 

hear from all of you who are engaged in many excit.ing and similar 

activities with volunteers. 

There are a number of other ideas to think about as we look towards our 

roles tomorrow; but, one has special significance and had the support of 

every person with whom it was discussed. This one concerns the need for 

training and retraining of paid staff, you and me, who work as "teammates" 

with volunteer leaders and, furthermore, the need to train volunteers and 

paid staff together. Fortunately, a great deal more of this is being 

done today than ever before. Your workshop is an example. Our organization 

receives frequent invitations to participate in similar events throughout 

the country. 

A new national training course, "Working with Volunteers, 11 was developed 

and piloted last year by the Red Cross. This is recognition of the fact 

that special skills training is needed by paid - professional staff who 

work in a voluntary agency. 
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Perhaps today we are seeing a new pro fessiu:• emerging. In the role 

of director or coordinator of vo:!..unteers, you are helping to carve 

out a rather unique profession - one th:3.t has as its primary mission 

the enabling of vast numbers of volunteers to serve,, 

It's an undisputed fact that man's ability to produce technologically 

has far surpassed his ability to handle the practical problems related 

to people -- patients, clients, airports, traffic, poilution:. hunger. 

Here is an idea rrd like to test with you: Could this emErging profession 

-directors ,-:Jnd coordinators of volunr.eers-- have an impact on this out

of-kilter condition? Can you foresee you and your counterparts enabling 

many more people to serve as volunteer leaders who in turn will involve 

increasing numbers of volunteers to help in solving many practical 

problems in everyday life that technology has passed by in terms of 

individual human beings -- patients c' clients, ai rpcrts, traffic O pollution~ 

hunger? 

You have exci.ting roles in exploring the r.ew wo·~~ds of voluntarism. Donrt 

delay the involvement of vclunteer leaders. Only with t.he.m can we meet 

the challenges ahead. 

Neil Armstrong's words as he stepped from Apo 1_lo 11 onto the moon are 

surely applicable to you. These were set to music: 

"One small step for a ma7-:. - One giant leap 

for manki:.d. Th.ere isn 1 t a thing that man 

cannot do if he r.akes one small step at a time,," 
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THE ROLE OF VOLUNTARISM J N AN ERA OF EXPANDING HORIZONS 

During the last week o-f Oc r •1th:· r I Wed i -r New York for a meeting 

about curriculum developme.n.L C", t .... ,e sub_1ect (,f volu·.nteer service. 

While waiting on a corner 1 overhe;-:1rd -1 md.:, say, "May I help you 

across the street ? 11 Tu.rriir·.g f.:J '3ee : he" rod.-,. wh,r had spoken, I saw 

he was addressing another ma.n wt-:>ri·,g dc_,rk g 1.:.1~ses and carrying a 

white cane. The man with t"he ar,e re':-pcr-ded, "No, P!ffftk you. This 

wonderful lady on my right has v-::~_.u~llE'.t:.'red t ·~ E-SLcrt me to my des-

tination." 

About one week later there w::1s a r.at.ior.=--.liregi.unal workshop on 

voluntary action in Boston. rri"e dare w::,<:- Ncve.mber 4th and it was 

election day in Bean City. Appr..:.-::.,:.hir:g t-t-ie $l~·e cf the workshop, 

which was also serving as a pol.lt,·,g r '• e, I oot.iLed the poll workers 

for several candidates. It was raiohg lightly and it was cool, but 

there were some volunteers parti,.·ipat.i.o.g i,,_ or.e c•f our nat.ionrs most 

important traditions. 

These observations impressed upt)f• me t,t-,_e dive1·&e- nature of vol-

untarism~ and underscored the wide ra~•ge of ,::1crivities in which 

volunteers engage. Considerdt:ivn of r:hese d~,d other current events 

heighten my awareness of the di ffi~·.ulr.ies iLJ-f;--'re•-.t in speaking on the 

role of voluntari.sm in an era ef e xp,::i.,.~d i ·n.-5 r-., 1" i 'Z,0¼.S,., 

* * * 
.,., ·k * * * Presented on November 12, 196➔ by St a·:,_le v Levin at the workshop 

"Exploring the New Worlds of Voi.untf,r1sm•i M.r. Levin is Director 

of the Center for the Study of Vc.lu·,,Tar ism, U~.i "ersi ty of Maryland 

School of Social Work (Bahimc·re Campus;. 
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During this workshop the previous speakers have reviewed~ 

illustrated and examined some of the significant soc.io-ec.onomic 

changes that have occurred within a br i.e f span of about one decade. 

Dr. Brown noted the dynamism that young people generate, and the 

challenging opportunities becoming increasingly available within 

this era of our nation's historyo Mr. Shropshire identified trends 

within economic, governmental and social institutions. He proposed 

that societal institutions must be responsive and responsible. Mrs. 

Duffy focused on the managerial capacities required of directors 

of volunteer programs. She pinpointed the idea of delegating re

sponsibilities and leadership roles to volunteers. 

All of the speakers, reactors,. and you--the partici pants--have 

cited and discussed the impact of changing soci.G-economic conditions 

on volunteer programs. However, there is a di st inc tiO!l to be made 

between changing conditions which produce a.nd re fle(<,t ''new worlds" 

and the idea of expanding horizons. New worlds are created and dis

covered. They are tangible products of humact effort--some positive 

and some negative. In contrast, horizons are related to vision, 

physical or mental. While appearing to have a limit, a particular 

horizon may also suggest infini t.y or can eT1c.0urage interest in 

what may be beyond the physical dimensions cf humaa eyesight. 
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This distinction is import.ant to the concept of voluntarism and 

its current status. The importance and implications of this distinction 

can be illustrated through a few brief references to historical and 

current situations~ 

How can "new worlds" be identified? One way is to consider the 

subject from a geographical perspective; i.,,e .. :, whe.re humans have 

lived over the centurieso Life is reported to have begun in the 

Middle East. Men methodically, or accidentally, discovered new con

tinents on this planet. These discoveries represented "new worlds" 

to people of previous eras. This land of ours is a good example" 

Remember how Columbus is recorded as having discovered a new world 

on his first daring voyage in 1492. Another example is the current 

space program in which earthmen are actually exploring other planets. 

And there is the fascinating, though less publicized .. exploration of 

the oceans and the seas. 

Another approach to identifying "new worlds" is the recognition 

of the impact of inventions and scientific discoveries.,, The wheel 

and fire are really so historical that. it is difficult for people 

living in the age of atomic power to comprehend the new worlds that 

were produced by such basic discoveries of thousands of years ago. 

A few meaningful examples of this second approach can be selected from 

within the short span of the past 300 years. There is Eli Whitney and 

the cotton gi:s, Madame Curie and radium, and Edison and the incan

descent lampo In addition, there is the automobile, the radio, tele

vision, open heart surgery and heart transplants. It can be overwhelming 
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to consider the results of these inveLti.ons and advanc.e.ments: and the 

"new worlds" each produced for huma::ity. 

There i.s something artificial about a discussion of "new worlds" 

of voluntarism. Worlds are usually ta:'1.gible in nar.ure; voluntarism is 

an intellectual concept. However, volunteer programs are tangible 

manifestations of the concept of volur1tari sm. Further, the dramatic 

social and economic changes of the past decade have produeed real 

and tangible repercussions within volunteer programse Thus, one can 

construct "old wcrlds" of voluntarism sue½. as that s.ha.racterized by 

the phrase "Lady Bountiful." Characteristics of "new worlds'' of vol

untarism are governmental spo-risr.r5h,ip -9nd material reimburseme.nt. 

Reconsideration of some of the events that have produced 

"new worlds" may help to distinguish between new worlds a;cd expanding 

horizons. Picture Columbus sitting on a dock in Portugal. He 

watches ships going out to sea. He observes the outline of the ships 

against the visible horizon. The ships do not suddenly drop out of 

sight, aithough there is a popular nothn that a ledge exists over 

which ships will fall if they sail too far. But Coiumbus dreams and 

imagines and reasons that he can discover something new and of benefit 

to mankind if he sails far enough west. 

Consider the fantastic i.rnagiLation of Jules Verne who wr-ote i.n 

the 19th century about submarines, traveli,ig around the world in 80 

days, and many other subjects that had little scientific basis at 1he 

time. He foretold the automobile, the air brake, cross fertilization 

of plants and a thousand other devices wrckh the critics of his day 
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laughed at, but which are commonplace in our lives. Many people of 

about 100 years ago had their horizons extended beyond all reasonable 

belief by the novels of this imaginaci ve writer. 

Worthy of cor.sideration are the imaginative efforts of Edgar 

Allen Poe, the Wright brothers, and the dreams of individuals such 

as Clara Barton, Woodrow Wilson, Jonas Salk and Martin Luther King, Jr • 

These and others nurtured ·their imaginations and shared their dreams. 

In so doing they have expanded horizons for many others. In addition, 

the widespread stirring of imaginations and sharing of dreams have 

often resulted in "new worlds" or tangible products tl-,at have profound 

impact on the lives of thousands 1 if not millions. 

While it may not be direct, there is a relationship between 

imagination, dreaming and voluntarism. The individuals rnem:ioned 

earlier and described as imaginative or dreamers all engaged in programs 

of voluntary action,.., Columbus and his crew were vclunteers. The Wright 

brothers pursued their dreams of a flying machine as a matter of per

sonal choice,, Indeed, the astronauts of this decade are volunteers,, 

In addition, these persons portray a spirit of enthusiasm and adventure. 

How vital is the need for enthusiastic and adventuresome peop!e j n toda'/ ~ 

volunteer programst 

It would be difficult to dispute that. people living in this decade 

enjoy an era of expanding horizons. Advancements in communication~ 

transportation, scientific-technological capabilities, and the wide

spread endorsement of sharing and exchange have resulted in a daily 
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barrage of ideas, theories, concepts and proposals from which few 

escape. Indeed, the knowledge explosion reaches the majority of our 

population i.n some form almost every day. The previously ee.atly 

arranged arenas of life have been bombarded to such an extent as to 

obliterate or make fuzzy what once were fairly rigid limits of 

belief and behavior. Our horizons in most important aspects of 

living--religion, education, politics, government, health, and 

human relations--are being extended and reshaped on an increasingly 

frequent basiso This may not be good or con1Te:nient, but it is the 

way it is and the way it will be in the future • 

The previous remarks out!.ine the bases and prospe-ct~s for a 

special role to be performed through voluntarism. Of c:ourse, there 

is no single role of voluntarism. Volunteer efforts have commonly 

been described through three categories: direct service J admin

istrative, and policy formulation. These three might be interpreted 

broadly enough to encompass any conceivable type of volunLary activity. 

However~ recent events require at lea.st some direct recognition of 

roles that might be specifically referred to as "catalyst. for societal 

change" or 11ager.t for i.ndividual development. 11 Whatever categories 

or tenns are used, it is essential that there be clear understanding 

of the interrelatedness and interdependence of the roles fulfilled 

through voluntary action. 

It will always be import.ant that vc,lunteers perform direct service. 

The increasing complexity of social institutions wi.11 sustain a cer

tain need for administrative volunteers. The strong traditions of our 
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nation will continuously reinforce the volunteer role of decision-maker 

and formulator of policy. Indeed, this last mentioned role of voluntarism 

may expand rapidly and substantially in the immediate future. 

There will be a few people surprised by voluntarism serving 

as a vehicle for societal change. Whether through processes of public 

education, programs of social action, or formulation of movements-

voluntarism can promote and should help produce revisions in the insti-

tutior,s of society. In addition, voluntary activities should provide 

opportuni ti.es for each member of society to participate and develop to 

the fullest extent of his or her potentiaL 

Our nation is resplendent with resources. Our short existence 

as an independent country has been full of great accc.mpl i shmentsc 

Despite this great progress and potential:. we are a society with many 

serious problems. In recent reports, such as that produced by the 

Connnission on Civil Disorders, our nation has been described as 

being on the brink of near-total polarization--racially and economi-

cally The problel!E of discrimination, poverty, and the generation 

gap defy the capacities of this country. There is clearly an urgent 

need for a force that can unify and constructively channel this 

nation's resources into effective proble.m-solvi.ng programs. 

It may be rejected as foolish but it is a thesis of this paper 

that voluntarism can serve as a potent unifying force so desperately 

needed by tbi s count.ry. The precedents are numerous and documented" 

Many volunteer programs have demonstrated the ability to successfully 

bring together blacks and whites 1 rich and poor, young and old, and 
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other segments of the populatio4 which may otherwise be going in 

separate directions. Despite certain serious differences~ the 

setting of a voluntary program has succeeded i.n bringing people of 

diverse characteristics together. As a naticn, we must get our

selves together. What better way might we try than the uniquely 

American tradition of voluntarism which can unite people in common 

causes and simultaneously benefit indivi.duals and the entire society? 

In an era of expanding horizons voluntarism c.an effecti.vely 

facilitate societal change. Voluntary programs h.sve the capacity 

to stir the imagination of men and women, to nou-rish creativity and 

innovation, and to expedite acti.on i.:o. r:he best interests of our 

society. Voluntarism cannot simply or singly solve all our social 

problems, but it can serve to unite people, to nourish understanding, 

and to increase our compassion and love for one anothe.r. 

This proposition does not suggest the elimination of govern-

ment or any large-scale reduction in existing institutions and programs. 

However!, i.t does suggest the exam1.nation of existing governmental and 

non-governmental mecha:.1.isms operating within our society. Such an 

examination should proceed with the purpose. of i.mproving the effective 

and meaniugful involvement of all human resources i.:,:-1 order to achieve 

the goal of Life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness for every 

American. 
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Is this an impossible dream? I ask this questic,n, but also 

propose i.t as a challenge. I do this deliberately within the con-

text ,f this workshop. For it is my belief that the role of voluntarism-

indeed the future nature of voluntarism-~in America will. depend to a 

considerable extent upon the leadership provided by directors of 

volunteer programs. 

Some years ago the late President Kennedy wrote the following 

passage: 11The poet, the artist, the musician continue "the quiet work 

of centuries, building bridges of experience betwe.en peoples, reminding 

man of the universality of his fe.elir:gs and desires and despairs, 

and reminding him that the forces that unite are deeper than those 

that divide." 

It is hereby proposed that the director of volunteers be added 

to the list of persons who unite people. Further, it is co,rtended 

that directors of volunteers are as creative as artists~ as imag .... 

inative as poets, and as harmonious as musicians. Add the qualities 

of adventuresome and leadership and the result is a unique personality 

who can achieve the impossible. 

Indeed, dire..::tors of volunteer programs are .in key positions 

relative to unifying divergent segments of our populat.ion~ In addition, 

di.rectors of vcJ.untary activities can be instrumental in expanding the 

horizons o-f i ·!ldi ·,_riduals and groups which exp-ress cc1ncern about this 

nation's pre seL.t ar..d future" 
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Horizu.·~s can be limited by narrow or fuz.zy vision. Hcrizons can, 

on the other hand, be flexible and limit.less; projections of dreams 

and imagination. Our horizons--yours and mine--can be expanded by 

our dreams, desires and dedication. 

What then, sha.11 we do? See the horizon that is visible and 

li.mited'l Or allow our i.maginati.ons to accelerate freely? To 

paraphrase a famous poet, "Is the achievement of brotherhood and 

societal harmony thD..J.gh ve:luntary acti.vit ies so wild a dream?" In 

any event, will we direct our energies toward suc.h an impossible dream'l 

These are not si.mple questi0ns. And the answe·rs--whatever they 

are--will nc,t provide easy pathways for persons who work with people 

on human conditions and situations. Either way there will be diffi

culti.es, controversies, and obstacles. I recognize rt.e many implications 

of these statement.s, and regret time limitations prevenT furt.her con

sideration of the suggested thesis. 

This workshop has explored many changes, many <hallenges, many--

if you wi l l--"new worlds" cf voluntarism. Perhaps many questi.ons were 

not answeredo Jr. is certai11ly safe t.o assumt r.har there will always 

be changes a11d ch,allenges. Nevertheless, the new worlds must be ex

plored. They must be analyzed and discussed. Courses of acti.on must 

be proposed, rejected, modified, and ac:..:epted. 

Who is equipped and prepared to help guide the exploration? Who 

should be ready to encourage creative apprcac:1-1es t"o soctal problems? 

Who sha:l pre-vi.de leadership 1.-, the quest for realiztri.g r.he impossible 

dream7 Yes, WHO? 
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To provide 1H--l Ler dnd mere service t.o the connnunit.y. 
With so mu.·h t0 l•e donE~. it is unrealistic. t.o be~ 
lieve that staff Lan du i.t ai1~ It is desirable 
to br~ader r~e ~-i~e of rhe source of volunteers. 
Clients of (he a.f..c-·i·,,:y, as wel.l as the 1;:;ocially 
elite, ran pri.t r1c ip.-:1re as volunteers. 

To he1.p vo:.uni:::eers be~:ome rnc,re info.rmed 1 in.c1uding the 
out"iin1ng nf ~l.rn1' :c1.tic.r1.s O'· vc~m\teer service,., These 
cbjectives ~-:'-1'\ t1e t1c.ai·.._ed th.rough effective traini.ng. 
By becorni ng 1 r,. 1,.,,-, :. ved in an ageri.:.: y or system, volunteers 
(particuLarLy ~.ie'll volunteers) learn how difficult 
it is to lh8rii:;r .--1 system., They expan.d t.h.eir understar..ding 
of rhe compi.exi. ;·y c-f society, and t.he r,eed Lt) obtain approval 
for change ~--· (1f:_er1 through bureaucracy Bnd legislation. 

To help the age·,cy become better iriformed so it may in
ternally 1nit i'rlt'.' change. Some.times vol.unteers wori<:ing 
within an age~~-Y er ir.stitut•ion ca~ raise issues about 
needed chan.ge1:;; ....,r,d they can serve as a tool for social 
action .. As t'•rg,:-Jnlzarion C.d!i ofte!1. bring about change by 
r-ecogrdzi,·1.g ct-i,J ·r11::: .... essi[y for revisior· .• 

To direltl.y dSSist ~ 1ient-volurteers by helping them 
gair,. seLf-l'Src't-·rn a'1rl help Lt"iem experierL(.'e improvement 
in their CJWf: sc:;_f-irnc.1ge .• Tnis ca1"' pc:1rticul.arly result 
as they I.ear--: rn trleri.tj ty with pro.fessior;.als. As they 
work side hy side wi t.h prufessio-r.als they begin t.o enjoy 
the ability ar,rl f<:'e~"ing rel.aced to he.lpiGg people .. This 
can have a mca1,J.',.gfu!. effect ori volunteers~ Another way 
in w'hicl-i (.·L1c-··•.~-qt:Ji.ur_reers are assisr:ed i.s by inc..reasi.ng 
their sk1 ·i.~.s .. \lr':_ur\t'eer experie-::c-e c.ar> develop abilities 
that .... -::1n Lf0 --,'1 ,~. j:'c;Jid _jobs. 

r'he most effective re .. ·ru1 r.mc;·,-, t_p,,__•r,_:i.ques is to rec.rui r.: for a si.ngle 

specialized need, Tc .-:1.d,1eriise 1·q rhe paµer r.h.-:1t iHdi1.iiduals are r\eeded 

for sr)me specific sitUdtl;:)··· c.t~-·-~irs better resul~.s th.an. & ge-ner-:'llized appeal 

for vcluriteers. It dnes I" ad'1ertise in (he news media as this con-

dit.icn.s people ari.d sets a •.,mmur·;11 y l'_'rew Th.is s"i:-•.r:.,u~d be fo~.lowed up with 

a personal approa._-,h., bec.::1.usc 1 r,1s is 1":-,t' w::i.y r.0 get pec-ple ac t.ively i11.volved .. 
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Several problematic situations were expressed. A great deal of 

time is required to coordinate the large numbers of people eager 

to serve as volunteers. Some directors of volurttee:rs feel there is 

not enough time for them to organize and direct orient.a ti.on and 

training and also be able to effectively v:,:irk t() change volunteer 

or staff attitudes on race and pcve r t.y .. 

Other problems included: predominance of tid ddl~: clc1ss, .insecurity 

of volunteers, a gap between voluntee r-s dF:.d pnJiess i'.or..als which may 

be based on feelings of being threatened, poo1 i)ublic image of the 

term volunteer, recruitment for small jobs rl,.at •·'" "dirty" and non-

professional lack of adequate training, omi0sL,r, uf 1i'1vulving paid 

staff in requesting volunteers which refl1c:,,. /·s 1,.t'Ed fcir sta.ff orientation 

and working with board and auxiliary in onJer tn ... ·.ldri fy potential 

involvement of volunteers; seldom givi:~g v,,J.unt.1_:er·,. i,npL1rt,;,·t1t status 

or real responsibility, volunteecs c11·e nc.,t ,1eeµ1 y involvt::d in planning 

efforts or in simultaneous traiaing sest:duns wj ~:h staff, boards are 

ignorant of volunteer capacit:ies and act:i1,i 1:ies, expenses related to 

volunteer service, consideration of fami'l.y obli.gdttons and compli.cated 

situations, and attitudinal gap Let1r1e,:n 1 \ , s 

direct service, and grass roots. 

f voluo.teers -- board, 

Mental hospitals promote the concer_,l ~ t.lLn-ugic L<tLei t training prograius, 

that volunteers can and should gi.ve bd.:::· k t c t ·1-it~ crnnmuni ty e .ffecti ve 

persons who become active volunteers and ,-,::,:,J~L former mental patients 

in staying out of the hospitctls. There v-10½ me:i...tio!t of the recruitment 
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of "patient" volunteers who serve thei.r peers and fellow patients. 

This kind of peer-service-relationship can be very effective. 

In connection with the transportation situation, one agency has 

had some success with a Taxi Captain approach. The captain arranges 

for a taxi to pick up several volunteers iu the neighborhood. They 

all get in the taxi, and the captain gets reimbursed for the taxi 

expense. 

In-service training, under good supervision, can lead to increasing 

levels of more professionalized service. Often the end result 

is the volunteer becomes a full-time or part-time paid employee. 

Interest was expressed about ways ro obt:ain improved inter-agency 

cooperation. One agency indicated that one staff person was shared 

between the two agencies. This has some stabilizing impact.,, Joint 

programs was another suggestion. And the use c,f existing agencies 

and organizations which can and do coordinate facets of the cormnunity 

that are sometimes confused and ehaoti c. 

Through a role playing situation, this gt v:Jp c,)h&idered the premise 

that volunteers are little more tha:n niiddll'-cld.ss lfdo goodersn who 

are working off their guilt. fee.lings. 11,ey ha"e inadequate knowledge 

of the agencies. They are adequate money-rai scrs, but are usually 

ineffective in direct service assignmet-its. 
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This role playing situation prompted considerable response from 

the participants, much of which was lively and animated. The 

board of directors included too few minority group members. The 

qualifications of the board members were attacked, as was the 

practice of middle class volunteers to set st.21-v.dards and criteria 

for lower-income volunteers. Too little m.,ney and staff time 

is spent on training of volunteers, ln addLtion to the black

white gap, volunteer programs must face the youth-older person 

gap. The choice of the volunteer is directly related to the 

image the agency projects. Middle class motives are often sus

pected. However J the volunteer can and will be l1repared to be very 

useful. The rating system used by the federal :::.,_,..-,.re rrun{0 nt seems to 

show preference for in-kind values of volunteer~-: frrnn suburbia 

rather than the indigenous inner-ci.ty areas. 

If the director of volunteers can focus on the right status needs 

then effective recruitment can be achieved. In addition, the 

image of the volunteer can be improved. tL1-,,:evE::'.1·, caution must 

be applied in situations where volunteers ;~re seeking an 11underdog" 

role. This type of motivational force cctn affect the entire program 

and demoralize the agency. 

Young volunteers are 11turned off" by emphasis on mr)ney. They show 

much more interest in humanity. 

Blacks can accept white middle-cldSS vohn,':~e,cs if the volunteers can 

-- __ _____.I 
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work with what the neighborhood has to offer, if the volunteers do not 

press their demands, if the volunteer program truly permits maximum 

sible participation, and if the volunteer is prepared for possible 

rej ec tiono 

It is important that emphasis in recruiting be placed on obtaining 

quality people rather than accepting almost every volunteer applicant. 

Recruitment of quality persons requires lots of time. 

In selecting volunteers, some of the following characteristics might 

be observed: 

(1) prejudicial attitudes 

(2) emotional stability 

(3) awareness of self 

(4) motivating forces 

(5) sincere interest in people 

(6) performance during interview 

( 7) the participation in training 
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APPENDIX 

WORKSHOP: "Exp:e,:-ing the New Wcrlds of Vol_ur:tarism" 

I. 

EVALUATION 

What d1.d y'.lu like t:he best about thi.s wc,rksb:ip'i 

Tte di.scussion grcups (sharing experie~•.:e) 

The spe<'tkers 

Dr.. Brow,~ 

The l~rga::i.izatiu:1 of the worksh,:ip 

Mr. Shrcpshire 

No answer 

II. What did you like least about this w0rksJ--.0p! 

The d.i.scussi.on g:roups (too larg€·ll too supetficial) 

The subject-matter was not C='-:-~sidere.d i:1. dept.~• or in 

The speakers 

The physical facilities 

Tc 'J so.::ial-work orier.ted 

detail 

Too much emphasis on hospital volunteer programs 

Too few small group activities 

Reports by recorders 

No answer or ~o criti~ism 

III. Would you ½12 i~1t~erested in pa.rticipd.ti;::g i ~ another 
of thi.s r~a.ture? 

YES 

NO 

u~.certai Q 

!Number of Participants 
Responding 

i 
29 I 

' s1 
4 

:l 

2 

3 

15 

7 

4 

4 

2 

1 

1 I 

12 

39 

9 

2 

1 
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Evaluatior, •1' Number of Participants 
, Responding 

IX. Ca) Did t~.is wcrksh0p help you u:1derstar.d ('!' m(re 2ff2ctive}.y 
r..:ope with a. serious change bei.:ig experie::ced by y(,ur 
volu::~teer prc·gram·? 

x. 

UNDERSTAND 

YES 

NO 

COPE 
YES 

NO 

Do you plan to revise or change your volunteer prngram, or 
particular procedures, as a result of this workshop? 

23 

10 

16 

11 

YES 18 

Vlll. 

NO 23 

Using the numbered statements belowj place one !"'..:umber next 
to each of the i terns. 

1. Very helpful 
2. Ircteresting 
3. Of little or no value 

Dr. Brown 11 s address 

Mr. Shropshire's speech 

P.sv.el of reactors 

Tuesday after!'loon discussi01: groups 

Mrs. Duffy's speech 

Wednesday morning discussi0?.1 group5 

Reports by grcup recorder::--

Mr. Levin 11s speech 

1 

il 

13 

7 

14 

23 

1/ 

11 

11 

2 3 

27 5 

25 4 

19 15 

19 9 

13 5 

16 9 

13 5 

14 4 
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A endix 

Evab.1c.tto~ 

xn. 

SL/mmg 
12/69 

F':ease read ":hE:: fello,,.,i::.g st.a!.emet?.ts... Thens chc..:k those that best 
describe h:-w y·JU feel about -~his warkshop as a whole® 

I hc-pe we Cd:1 ha.ve an-::iit'her or~e in ~:le near future .. 

It. prc·vid1_::d the kind of experi~:i,ce. I (.an_ -3.pply to my ow~1 

si tuati0n"' 

It helped me 1-•e-~s0'.':la.l!,y. 

It solved some p!"cblems for me~ 

I thi:ak it serv(-~d .its purpose,. 

lt had some merit:s,., 

Ir. was fHir. 

It was not exactly what I needed"' 

It was too general ... 

I was rniidly diEappcir-~:ed .. 

I am r..0t taking ar~y rLeW ideas away,., 

It dtd·~u t ti,~ld my i2':erest.., 

It was much too superftc:.~1 ... 

1 le-3.~,re dissatisfied~ 

IL was veyy poorly planned., 

I did~•t learn~ t~ing. 

I~ wa,:;; a complete waate of time,., 

Number of Parti
cipants responding 

4 

6 

11 

11 

12 

5 

13 

12 

5 

12 

4 

4 

7 

0 

11 

5 

2 

0 

0 
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EXPLORING THE NEW WORLDS OF VOLUNTARISM 
Workshop: November 10-12, 1969 

( Condensed Form) 

EVALUATION 

I. What did you like best about this workshop? 

II. What did you like least about this workshop? 

III. Would you be interested in participating in another workshop 
of this nature? YES___ NO ___ _ 

IIIa. If YES, what should the next workshop have as its primary concern? 

IIIb. If NO, why not? 

What information or ideas did you obtain from this workshop? List 
three most significant points. 

V. What will you do differently in your official position as a result 
of this workshop? 

VI. How many people with similar responsibilities did you meet for the 
first time? 

VII. How many people were you able to speak with through organized workshop 
sessions or informal activities? 

VIII. Using the numbered statements below, place one number next to each of 

IX. 

IX a. 

the i terns. 

1. Very helpful 
2. Interesting 
3. Of little or no value 

Dr. Brown's keynote address 
Mr. Shropshire's speech 
Panel of reactors 

__ Tuesday afternoon discussion groups 
__ Mrs. Duffy's speech 
__ Wednesday morning discussion groups 
__ Reports by group recorders 
__ Mr. Levin's speech 

What is the most serious change being experienced by your volunteer program? 

Did this worksh.op help you understand or more effectively cope with this 
change? 

Understand YES NO -- --
Cope YES NO -- --



X. Do you plan to revise or change your volunteer program, or particular 
procedures, as a result of this workshop? 
YES NO ---

Xa. Please explain your answer to Question X. 

XI. What would have improved this workshop? 

XII. Please read the following statements. Then, check those that best 
describe how you feel about this workshop as a whole. 

( ) It was one of the most rewarding experience I have ever had. 
( ) Exactly what I wanted. 
() I hope we can have another one in the near future. 
( ) It provided the kind of experience I can apply to my own situation. 
( ) It helped me personally. 
( ) It solved some problems for me. 
( ) I think it served its purpose. 
( ) It had some merits 
( ) It was fair 
( ) It was not exactly what I needed. 
( ) It was too general. 
( ) I was mildly disappointed. 
( ) I am not taking any new ideas away. 
( ) It didn't hold my interest. 
( ) It was much too superficial. 
() I leave dissatisfied. 
() It was very poorly plannedo 
() I didn't learn a thing. 
() Ir was a complete waste of time. 

If you have any additional comments on this workshop, please write them below. 

11/69 
SL/mmg 
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Dorsey Run Rosd 
Jessup, Mar vla:;.d 

Mr. Leo~ard Fress 
University cf Maryland 
School of Sc~1~l Werk 
Baltimore, Mdryla~.d 



Miss Borghild Prior 
Director of Volunteer Services 
The Union Memorial Hospital 
33rd and Calvert Streets 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Mrs. Eleanor Proudfoot 
Director of Volunteers 
Memorial Hospital 
Memorial Avenm 
Cumberland, Maryland 

Mrs. Vivian Raskin 
Volunteer Services Chairman 
Volunteer Office of the University 

of Maryland Hospital 
Baltimore and Green Streets 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Mrs. Virginia Reilly 
Volunteer Services 
State of Maryland, Rosewood State Hospital 
Owings Mills, Maryland 21117 

Mrs. Vivian F. Ripple 
Supervisor 
St. Mary's County Social Services 
Leonardtown, Maryland 

Mrs. Vivien Ross 
Director, Volunteer Services Department 
The Johns Hopkins Hospital 
601 North Broadway 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Miss Nancy Russell 
Service Coordinator 
American Cancer Society 
824 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 
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Mrs. Sylvia Scherr 
Director of Volunteers 
Sinai Hospital 
Belvedere at Greenspring Avenue 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Mrs. Eva L. Scott 
Director, Volunteer Services 
United Planning Organization 
1100 Vermont Avenue, N. W. 
Washington, D. Co 

Mr. Ge.orge Seymour 
Executive Director 
Big Brothers of Baltimore 
2030 Maryland Avenue 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Mr. Donald Shropshire 
Administrator 
Tuscon Medical Center 
Tuscon, Arizona 

Mrs. Betty Seidel 
Field Director 
Girl Scout Council of Central Maryland 
413 North Charles Street 
Baltimae, Maryla_~d 21201 

Dr. Leonard Simmons 
University of Maryland 
School of Social Work 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Mrs. Marion Sjodin 
Volunteer Services 
Baltimore Connnumty Relations Commission 
210 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 



Mrs. Betty Ann Smith 
Coordinate~ Volunteer Services 
Crcwnsville State Hospital 
Crownsville, Maryland 

Mrs. Rae Smith 
Director of Volunteers 
Church Home and Hospital 
Broadway and Fayette Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21231 

Mrs. Jane T. Strawinski 
Director of Volunteer Services 
University of Maryland Hospital 
Redwood and Green Streets 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Mrs. Evelyn Swartz 
Senior Associate 
Center for the Study of Voluntarism 
152~ West Hollins Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21223 

Mrs. Jessie Sweeley 
Coordinator of Volunteer Services 
Sheppard-Pratt Hospital 
6501 North Charles Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Mrs. Joyce Teague 
Volunteer Services 
St. Mary's County Social Services 
Leonardtown, Maryland 

Mrs. Dorothy Thomas 
Coordinator, Volunteer Services 
Spring Grove State Hospital 
Baltimore, Maryland 21228 
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Dr. Harriet Tr~der 
University of Maryland 
School of Social Work 
Baltimore~ Maryland 

Mrse Ethel M. Troy 
Chairman of Vclunteer Services 
North Arundel Hospital 
301 Hospital Drive 
Glen Burnie, M~ryland 21061 

Mrs. Carola A. lwigg 
Coordinator of Activities 
Pickersgill 
615 Chestnut Ave~ue 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Mrs. Jean VanBuskirk 
Coordinator of Volunteer Services 
Planned Parenthood Association of Maryland 
517 North Charles Street 
Baltimore 1 Maryland 

Mrs. Nancy Rw Whitson 
Executive Director 
Baltimore Council Camp Fire Girls 
529 North Charles Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21201 

Mrs. Christine Williams 
Volunteer Services 
Rosewood State Hospital 
Owings Mills, Maryland 21117 
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